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Abstract. In this paper, we examine the methodological issues involved in
constructing test collections of structured documents and obtaining best entry
points for the evaluation of the focussed retrieval of document components. We
describe a pilot test of the proposed test collection construction methodology
performed on a document collection of Shakespeare plays. In our analysis, we
examine the effect of query complexity and type on overall query difficulty, the
use of multiple relevance judges for each query, the problem of obtaining
exhaustive relevance assessments from participants, and the method of eliciting
relevance assessments and best entry points. Our findings indicate that the
methodology is indeed feasible in this small-scale context, and merits further
investigation.

1

Introduction

With the widespread use of hypermedia and the rapid adoption of the XML markup
language on the Web, there is a growing need to exploit the structural characteristics
of documents for the purpose of retrieval. Structure can be found both within an
individual document, e.g. a report may contain sections and subsections, and between
documents, e.g. Web documents may be connected by hyperlinks. Structured
document retrieval (SDR) attempts to exploit such structural information by retrieving
documents based on combined structure and content information. This approach has
several advantages, including improvement of retrieval effectiveness (e.g. [1], [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6]), reduction of user effort (e.g. [7], [8]) and reduction of time and
disorientation during the search process (e.g. [9]).
Structural information can be exploited at several stages of the information
retrieval (IR) process. Firstly, it can be used at the indexing stage. At this stage,
document components are identified and indexed as separate, but related, units.
Secondly, structural information can be used at the retrieval stage. There have been
three main groups of approaches to SDR. Passage retrieval approaches retrieve
documents based on the most relevant passage(s) ([10], [4], [11]). Data modeling
approaches employ data models for representation and querying with respect to
document content and structure ([12], [13]). Aggregation-based approaches calculate
the relevance of document parts based on the aggregation of their own representations
and those of their structurally related parts ([14], [15], [6], [16]). Thirdly, structural
information can be used at the results presentation stage. This may be achieved by
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several different methods. Related objects may be placed together in sub-lists in a
traditional-style ranked document list, or grouped together into clusters. Results
presentation may be focussed by presentation of selected document components only,
rather than all relevant document components. This approach is referred to as
focussed retrieval. Focussed retrieval is an aggregation-based approach to SDR that
combines the browsing and querying paradigms to return the best entry points to a
structured document. A best entry point (BEP) is a document component from which
the user can obtain optimal access by browsing to relevant document components
([9], [17]).
Although SDR systems have already been built, comprehensive evaluation of these
systems has not yet been performed1. The standard method of evaluating IR systems
is by means of a test collection, and the standard measure used is that of retrieval
effectiveness ([18], chapter 3). However, traditional test collections (e.g. [19]) are not
suitable for evaluating SDR systems because they do not take account of the structural
information in the collection, i.e. relevance assessments are made at a document level
only. Furthermore, a test collection intended to evaluate an SDR system employing
focussed retrieval would also require the ability to evaluate best entry points.
In this paper we discuss the requirements for constructing a structured document
test collection for the evaluation of focussed retrieval of structured documents
(Section 2). We describe a pilot test of the proposed test collection construction
methodology performed on a collection of publicly available Shakespeare plays
(Section 3). The outcome of our pilot test is the Shakespeare test collection, available
for public use at http://qmir.dcs.qmul.ac.uk/Focus/resources.htm. It comprises 12
XML documents, 43 user queries, relevance assessments and BEPs. The methodology
employed in our pilot test collection construction allows us to investigate test
collection characteristics and user behaviour during the process of relevance
judgement. We evaluate the test collection construction methodology, focussing on
the effect of query complexity and type on overall query difficulty, the use of multiple
relevance judges for each query, the problem of obtaining exhaustive relevance
assessments from participants, and the method of eliciting relevance assessments and
BEPs (Section 4). We close with conclusions and future work in Section 5.

2

Structured document test collection requirements

The aim of a test collection construction methodology is to derive a set of queries and
relevance assessments for a given document collection. This aim is typically achieved
by setting up an experimental study with the document collection and a set of
participants. The methodology for constructing a structured document test collection
has additional, specific requirements relating to the structural information contained
in the document collection. Decisions therefore need to be made about several aspects
of the methodology before the experiment is performed. The next five sub-sections
discuss the requirements for each stage of the structured document test collection
construction methodology (Fig. 1) in more detail.
1

The first large-scale SDR evaluation initiative, INEX (http://qmir.dcs.qmul.ac.uk/inex/) has
just ended.
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Fig. 1. The structured document test collection construction methodology.

2.1

Documents

There are many different kinds of structure, so the first choice that has to be made is
what kind of documents to include in the structured document test collection. The
documents could exhibit internal structure (logical structured documents), or external
structure (linked Web documents), or a mixture of the two. In the case of linked
documents, the links could be either semantic or structural. The nature of the
documents chosen also depends on whether a data-centric or document-centric
viewpoint is adopted [5]. From the data-centric viewpoint, structured documents serve
as containers for data exchange between applications. The document-centric
viewpoint, on the other hand, treats documents as traditional textual units, augmented
by structural data. To evaluate systems based on the data-centric view, synthetic XML
data may be used; however, to evaluate content-based retrieval of structured
documents, real-world documents are required.
2.2

Participants

It is normal to recruit participants who are expert in the document collection domain.
It is also desirable to choose participants who have real information needs, i.e. who
are motivated to take part in the experiment.
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Queries

The format and topic of the queries should be representative of the variety of real user
requests that users of the document collection may issue. Queries may take one of
several forms, ranging from the actual search statement itself to an expanded version
containing supplementary information (e.g. TREC topics [19]). The queries in a
structured document test collection should also reflect the additional functionality of
structured query languages, i.e. that it is possible to query by structure as well as
content. According to this new criterion we can identify the following three types of
queries: Content-only, Structure-only, and Content-and-structure.
Content-only queries are the standard type of query in IR. They describe a topic of
interest to the user and are represented, in most retrieval systems, by keywords. The
need for this type of query in a structured document test collection stems from the fact
that users are often unable or unwilling to restrict their search to a specific structural
unit. This provides a challenge for SDR systems, since they must not only locate
relevant document components, but also identify the appropriate level of granularity.
Structure-only queries do not contain any reference to the content or topic of the
information need, but pertain only to the structure of the document collection and/or
individual documents. Examples of such queries are “Retrieve the section title and
first paragraph of Section 2.3”, and “Retrieve those web pages that are linked from
this page”. In this case, retrieval is based on matching between the query requirements
and the structural data about the collection (structure index).
Content-and-structure queries combine topical and structural requirements. An
example of such a query is “Retrieve the title and the first paragraph of sections about
wine-making in the Rhine region”. In this case, retrieval requires matching on both
the content index and the structure index of the document collection.
2.4

Relevance assessments

Relevance assessments are then gathered. Two principal decisions need to be made
regarding the relevance judgement process: 1) Will there be one judge per query, or
more than one? and 2) Will the relevance assessments be binary or multi-valued?
In addition, in a document collection with multiple structural levels, relevance
assessments must be derived for each structural level. However, this cannot be
achieved by the simple strategy of asking judges to judge each possible structural
unit, for two reasons. Firstly, this would be incredibly resource-intensive, especially
for large-scale document collections. Secondly, it would be very difficult for judges to
assign accurate and consistent relevance assessments in a multiple-layer structure. A
choice of structural level for relevance assessments must therefore be made. A
possible choice is the smallest structural unit. Relevance assessments at the lowest
structural level can allow for the automatic computation of relevance of higher
structural levels by a process of relevance propagation. A pessimistic propagation
strategy would judge a containing element relevant to a given query only if all of its
contained elements were relevant. An optimistic strategy would judge a containing
element relevant to a given query if at least one of its contained elements were
relevant. This process could not easily be carried out in the opposite direction, i.e.
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given relevance assessments at a higher structural level, it is usually not possible to
derive the relevance of lower structural levels.
In the case of XML documents, the smallest structural element corresponds to the
last elements of a containment chain [20]. In the case of logically structured
documents, a paragraph or a sentence could be set as the lowest level. In the case of a
web site, the individual web pages of the site could be considered as the smallest
structural units.
2.5

Best entry points (BEPs)

An additional requirement for test collections intended to evaluate focussed SDR
systems is to identify BEPs for the given queries. BEP identification should be
performed by the same participants who performed the relevance judgement, since
they are already familiar with the given queries. The selection of BEPs requires the
use of an interface that allows the participants to browse the document structure,
including the relevance assessments. The purpose of the interface is to show the
context of the relevance assessments, and allow the user to form an intuitive
understanding of the costs associated with finding relevant document components
from potential BEPs.
The interface should support the following browsing behaviour:
• Next. The user moves to the next sequential unit at the same structural level.
• Previous. The user moves to the previous sequential unit at the same structural
level.
• Up. The user moves up a level in the hierarchical structure.
• Down. The user moves down a level in the hierarchical structure.
The next section provides a detailed description of the Shakespeare test collection
experiment, taking into account the factors discussed above.

3

The Shakespeare test collection experiment

Our aim was to construct a focussed structured document collection by performing a
pilot test, which would take into account the methodological issues discussed in
Section 2. In this section, we introduce the basic elements of this pilot test. Section
3.1 describes the document collection, and Section 3.2 discusses the participants who
were recruited to take part in the experiment. Section 3.3 describes the test collection
construction methodology itself.
3.1

Document collection

The document collection used as the basis of this experiment consists of 37
Shakespeare plays. This material was chosen because of the unusual characteristics of
the data. This is in contrast to many of the studies on test collections, which use
computer-related data and participants because of their accessibility.
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The plays, marked up originally in XML by Jon Bosak, were downloaded from the
Web (http://www.ibiblio.org/bosak/). They were then parsed to identify each piece of
content enclosed by XML tags as retrievable entities. The parser assigns a unique
object identification number to each retrievable XML element and stores this as an
attribute of the corresponding XML tag. Figure 2 shows part of the XML document
structure. The maximum depth of nested XML elements is 6.

Fig. 2. Part of the Shakespeare collection's XML structure.

A total of 179,689 elements were identified in the 37 plays. Twelve plays were
then selected for the final test collection on the basis of participant familiarity. The
twelve plays are: Antony and Cleopatra, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Hamlet,
Julius Caesar, King Lear, Macbeth, Much Ado About Nothing, Othello, Romeo and
Juliet, The Tempest, Troilus and Cressida, and Twelfth Night. On average each of the
12 chosen plays contains 5,096 elements, including 5 acts, 21 scenes, 892 speeches
and 3,311 lines.
3.2

Participants

Sixteen students from the undergraduate BA in English Literature and Drama at
Queen Mary, University of London originally signed up for the experiment. Fourteen
were selected on the basis of their Shakespeare knowledge. However, three dropped
out after failing to complete the first task, so the final group of participants consisted
of eleven students (five first years, two second years, four third years). The time
required to complete the experiment was estimated at approximately seven hours, and
payment was fixed at £40, to be paid on completion of all the tasks.
The participants were asked to choose 3 Shakespeare plays with which they were
familiar. A questionnaire was administered to all participants to gather data about
their interest in Shakespeare, their skill in the use of electronic resources and their
familiarity with their chosen plays. Five of the participants were interested in
Shakespeare for personal reasons (e.g. they enjoyed the language), five for academic
reasons (i.e. reasons related to their current course or their future career) and one
participant was interested for both personal and academic reasons. All the students
were familiar with the Internet, and all used Internet search engines on a regular basis,
but only one had used a full-text poetry database before.
Participants were asked to rate their familiarity with their chosen plays on a fivepoint scale (1 = very well, 5 = not well at all). Ranked by familiarity on the part of the
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participants, the two most confident students gave a rating of 1.00 for all their plays.
The least confident student scored an average of 2.83 (across all chosen plays). The
average score across all participants was 1.74. Ranked by play, The Tempest was the
best known play, with a rating of 1.00 from all the participants who chose it. Troilus
and Cressida was the worst known play, with a rating of 3.25 across all the
participants who chose it. Data about participants’ familiarity with their chosen plays
was collated, and 12 plays selected on the basis that 2-3 participants were familiar
with each play.
3.3

The Shakespeare test collection methodology

The experiment was carried out in 3 stages: obtaining queries, gathering relevance
assessments and identifying BEPs.
Obtaining queries
Participants were asked to produce queries for each of their plays. They were asked to
formulate queries (i.e. search statements) that addressed real information needs, and
covered topics that were of interest to them and for which they were motivated to seek
the answers. It was desirable to obtain queries of varying complexity, and two main
types of queries were identified in this context:
1. Factual queries, where it is likely that a small number of short, simple passages
will provide the answer. An example query is “How old is Juliet?"
2. Essay-topic queries, where it is likely that reference will have to be made to many,
complex passages. An example query is “The character of Lady Macbeth”.
An additional criterion, as discussed in Section 2.3, was that the queries contained
a mixture of content-only, structure-only (e.g. ‘What is the title of the second
scene?”), and content-and-structure queries (e.g. including a structural condition like
“at the beginning of the play”).
A total of 215 queries were obtained, with an average of 18 per play and 19.5 per
participant. Of this pool, 43 queries were finally selected for the latter stages of the
study (Table 1). The following selection criteria were employed:
• No more than 4 queries per play, due to the limited number of participants
• A maximum of one factual query per play
• Queries of varying complexity should be selected for each play
Table 1. Distribution of queries across query categories.

Content-only
Factual
Essay-topic
Total

9
26
35

Content-andstructure
2
6
8

Total
11
32
43
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Relevance assessments
In this study we used binary assessments collected from multiple judges. The obvious
way of obtaining the relevance assessments would have been by employing the
pooling method often used in IR research [21]. This method allows the identification
of a smaller, optimal pool of document components for relevance judgement from a
large-scale document collection. However, at the time of this study, only one SDR
system was available to us, so the decision was taken to provide the participants with
printed versions of their plays and associated queries, and ask them to highlight the
relevant passages on the printed document by hand. This was considered an
acceptable solution in this context, since the students were already familiar with the
plays, and the document collection was comparatively small-scale. Relevant passages
were described as those that they would consult (read or reference) in order to answer
a given query. The participants were given one week to complete this task.
The relevant passages were treated at the lowest structural level, referred to as leaf
level elements, as described in Section 2.4. As a result, we obtained 117 sets of
relevance assessments, totaling 6,296 leaf level XML elements, from the 11
participants for the 43 queries. The multiple sets of relevance assessments were then
pooled for each query to derive the final set of relevance assessments for the test
collection. Merging the different sets of relevance assessments, we obtained a total of
4,898 unique leaf level XML elements in 43 query sets. The average number of
relevant leaf level XML elements is 114 per query. Since there is only one relevant
play for each query, and given that a play contains, on average, 5,096 elements, the
relevant elements for a given query represent 2.23% of the play.
Best entry points (BEPs)
BEPs were solicited by interviewing the participants individually. An interview lasted
approximately 2 hours, and was divided into 3 stages. Stage 1 (10 – 15 minutes)
involved the completion of a questionnaire regarding their own background
knowledge and interests, together with some questions about the tasks (Section 4).
Stage 2 (20 – 30 minutes) involved the participants explaining how they had
interpreted a given query and why they had judged particular texts as relevant. Stage 3
(75 – 90 minutes) involved the participants choosing best entry points for each of
their queries. The BEPs were identified by consulting the pooled relevance
assessments of all the participants assigned to that individual query. It should be noted
that the BEPs did not have to be elements that had been judged relevant, but were, in
some cases, non-relevant container or contained elements. The participants were
aided in their selection of BEPs by the use of a user interface (Fig. 3) that explicitly
showed both the structure and content of the plays, and clearly highlighted the
elements that had been marked relevant by at least one participant. They were asked
to identify the BEPs as elements that they would prefer to be retrieved by a search
engine in response to a query.
Each play was viewed in an expandable / collapsible tree view. The queries were
presented in a drop-down list at the top of the screen. Users could either select a query
from this list, or type it into the text box directly. Once a query was entered, the tree
view section of the window was updated to display the appropriate play and relevance
assessments. Each higher level structural element, such as SCENE or SPEECH, could
be expanded to view its lower level child nodes, or could be collapsed to hide its child
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nodes. By default, all non-relevant elements appeared collapsed and all relevant
elements appeared expanded. Relevant elements were marked with a red arrow. Users
could also scroll up and down the text.

Fig. 3. User interface for best entry point selection.

A total of 928 BEPs were collected from the 11 participants for the 43 queries, in
117 sets. This number was reduced to 512 by removing duplicate elements. The BEPs
for each query, as judged by each participant, were then combined to form the final
set of BEPs; only elements judged as BEPs by the majority of the participants were
included. This was to avoid the problem of multiple BEPs representing the same
cluster of relevant elements, e.g. two individual participants choosing two different
lines of the same speech as best entry points. The average number of BEPs per query
in the final set was 21.58 for non-unique elements and 12.12 for unique elements.

4

Analysis

In our analysis, we focus on an evaluation of the methodology employed in the
Shakespeare user study.
Firstly, we examined the effect of query complexity (factual vs. essay-topic) and
query type (content-only vs. content-and-structure) on the participants' assessment of
the difficulty level of the queries. As mentioned in Section 3.3, we administered a
questionnaire to the participants, in which we asked them to rate each query they
judged with respect to two dimensions, using a five-point scale (1 = very easy, 5 =
very difficult). The two dimensions were: 1) How easy it was to understand the query,
and 2) How easy it was to find the answers.
We obtained an estimate of the overall difficulty of each query by averaging the
scores for the two dimensions over all the participants who judged that query. Scores
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were then averaged across all queries belonging to an individual query category
(Table 2).
Table 2. Query difficulty for different query categories.

Query category
Factual
Essay-topic
Content-only
Content-and-structure
Overall average

Ease of
understanding
1.20
1.83
1.60
1.96
1.66

Ease of
finding answer
1.55
2.39
2.06
2.67
2.18

Average
difficulty
1.37
2.11
1.83
2.31
1.92

We can see that the participants generally found it easier to understand the queries
than to find the answers, despite the fact that most participants reported a high level of
familiarity with the plays they were using. The ordering of the query categories was
the same for both dimensions, and the average difficulty reflects this. Factual queries
were found to be easiest, as might have been expected from the small number of
relevant objects generally required for these queries. Content-and-structure queries
were found to be the most difficult, as they require both content and structural
constraints to be fulfilled; this implies an increased amount of effort in identifying
relevant objects.
Secondly, we analysed the feasibility of involving multiple participants in
assessing each individual query by examining the degree of agreement among the
multiple sets of relevance assessments and BEPs. Several studies have examined
agreement between relevance assessors (e.g. [22]); however, BEP agreement has not
yet been studied. Furthermore, few test collections have employed multiple relevance
judges; one exception to this is [23]. We therefore measured the overlap for both the
relevant object and BEP sets, where overlap was defined as the size of the intersection
of the relevant sets divided by the size of the union of the relevant sets [24].
Since BEPs could be of any structural level, it was possible to examine BEP
agreement directly at different structural levels; BEP agreement was also calculated
across all levels. It should be noted that there were no BEPs at ACT level, and only
one at PLAY level. However, it was not possible to make this direct comparison at
different structural levels for relevance assessments, since those were made at leaf
level only (97% were LINE objects). We therefore created extrapolated relevance
assessments at higher structural levels by assuming relevance at the structural level
above that of the relevance assessment on which it was based. An optimistic
relevance extrapolation strategy was used [16]; for example, if one line was marked
as relevant, relevance was extrapolated to the (complete) speech containing that line,
and so on.
The resulting relevant object and BEP agreement data can be found in Tables 3 and
4, respectively. The data shows that (extrapolated) relevance agreement increases
consistently with structural level, except for content-and-structure queries at speech
level. This exception may be due to the fact that the location of relevant material is
already constrained by the structural element of the query, so agreement does not
show improvement at the higher structural level. Overall, participants may not always
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agree on the exact context of the relevant object, but tend to agree on the general area
in which the relevant objects can be found. The results also show that query type and
complexity do not have a strong effect on relevance agreement, although factual
queries show slightly higher relevance agreement at most structural levels.
Table 3. Average relevance agreement for different query categories across structural levels.

Query category
Factual
Essay-topic
Content-only
Content-and-structure
Overall average

Leaf-level
35%
27%
29%
30%
31%

Speech
43%
30%
35%
30%
35%

Scene
59%
68%
65%
63%
64%

Act
84%
76%
80%
73%
78%

Table 4. Average BEP agreement for different query categories across structural levels.

Query category
Factual
Essay-topic
Content-only
Content-and-structure
Overall average

Leaf-level
63%
46%
55%
35%
49%

Speech
52%
62%
60%
59%
58%

Scene
67%
41%
45%
50%
51%

Act
-----------

Play
--0%
--0%
0%

All levels
67%
57%
62%
53%
60%

Agreement is better for BEPs than relevance assessments for all categories at leaf
and speech level. Agreement then deteriorates at higher structural levels, except for
factual queries. This exception may be due to the fact that factual queries have a
lower number of relevant objects than queries from other categories, so there was less
potential for disagreement between participants. The general deterioration may be
heavily influenced by the reduced number of BEPs at higher levels. Another, related
reason for this result might be the optimistic method of relevance extrapolation
employed. This implies that there will be more relevant objects at higher structural
levels, and the number of BEPs at higher structural levels may thus appear artificially
low in comparison.
Overall, we can see that a reasonable level of BEP agreement is achieved for all
query categories across all structural levels (with the exception of PLAY), showing
that the concept of BEP is an intuitive one for our participants. However, relevance
agreement is rather low, especially for leaf-level elements. Although comparative
evaluation of retrieval systems has proved robust in the face of quite large differences
between relevance judges [24], these results show that BEPs would clearly provide a
more stable basis for retrieval.
Thirdly, we examined the issue of eliciting exhaustive, rather than merely
selective, relevance assessments from the participants, in order to explore whether this
might explain the relatively low relevance agreement. Participants were asked
directly, in the course of the interview (Section 3.3, Best Entry Points), to state, for
each query they judged, whether they had made exhaustive or selective relevance
assessments. Percentage exhaustiveness of relevance assessment sets was then
calculated for each query, over all participants who judged that query. The results for
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different query categories can be seen in Table 5. It should be noted that BEPs were
chosen after a full review of the associated relevance judgements and in discussion
with the interviewer, and may, therefore, safely be regarded as exhaustive.
Table 5. Exhaustiveness of relevance assessments for different query categories.

Query category
Factual
Essay-topic
Content-only
Content-and-structure
Overall average

Exhaustiveness
48%
65%
60%
62%
60%

Most of the query categories show a similar level of exhaustiveness, with the
exception of factual queries. This exception can be explained by the fact that
participants often stopped searching for further relevant passages once they felt they
had found the answer to a factual query. These results confirm that the low level of
relevance agreement may have been partially due to selective relevance assessments.
This indicates that use of the pooling method for obtaining relevance assessments is
strongly recommended in order to identify an optimal subset of documents for
relevance judgement. Given this modification, we can conclude that the collection of
relevance assessments and BEPs from multiple judges should, indeed, prove feasible
in practice.
Finally, we assessed the effect of soliciting relevance assessments at leaf-level
only, in order to explore whether users are influenced into choosing relevant objects
and BEPs at this lowest structural level. We examined two factors, for different query
categories:
• For relevance assessments, the number of full speeches considered relevant as a
proportion of the number of speeches of which at least one line was considered
relevant (Table 6).
• For BEPs, the proportion of BEPs at different structural levels (Table 7).
We can see from these results that relevance assessments usually consist of
complete speeches, rather than single lines. Over all query categories, only 22.3% of
the full speeches considered relevant were found to consist of a single line only. This
shows that participants did not feel pressurised into choosing single lines as relevant
objects. In fact, the most natural structural level for relevance assessments, from the
users’ viewpoint, was clearly speech level.
Although the total number of BEPs differs considerably according to query
category, their relative distribution across structural levels is rather similar for all
query categories. Overall, the majority of BEPs were selected from leaf or speech
levels, together accounting for 94% of all BEPs. Speech level was the most common,
with the exception of factual queries, for which leaf-level BEPs were most common.
This slightly different pattern for factual queries can be explained by the nature of the
queries themselves, which involve a question-answering, rather than an evidencegathering process. The “answer” to factual queries is, therefore, likely to be contained
in fewer, lower-level contexts.
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Table 6. Proportion of speeches considered relevant for different query categories.

Query category
Factual
Essay-topic
Content-only
Content-and-structure
Overall average

Proportion of speeches
considered completely relevant
95%
92%
93%
93%
93%

Table 7. Distribution of BEPs for different query categories across structural levels.

Query category
Factual
Essay-topic
Content-only
Content-andstructure
Overall
average

Leaflevel
2.93
(58%)
3.66
(41%)
3.95
(46%)
1.39
(29%)
3.48
(44%)

Speech

Scene

Act

Play

Other

Total

1.67
(33%)
4.73
(53%)
4.21
(49%)
2.79
(57%)
3.95
(50%)

0.18
(4%)
0.52
(6%)
0.45
(5%)
0.35
(7%)
0.44
(5%)

0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)

0
(0%)
0.01
(0%)
0
(0%)
0.03
(1%)
0.01
(0%)

0.30
(6%)
0.03
(0%)
0.06
(1%)
0.29
(6%)
0.10
(1%)

5.09
(100%)
8.95
(100%)
8.67
(100%)
4.86
(100%)
7.97
(100%)

These results show that the participants were not influenced by the choice of leaflevel as the basis for relevance assessments. This means that the strategy of choosing
a lowest structural level, with a view to propagating relevance to higher structural
levels at a later stage, is feasible as well as desirable, since it reduces the complexity
of the methodology as well as the time taken to perform the experiment. Further
support for the relevance judgement process could be provided in the form of an
interface similar to that used during the BEP phase of this study (Section 2.5).

5

Conclusions

This paper proposes a methodology for the construction of structured document test
collections. We address the additional requirements imposed by structured document
retrieval, and by focussed retrieval in particular, over standard IR. We carried out a
pilot test of the proposed methodology, which resulted in the construction of the
Shakespeare test collection. In our analysis of the resulting data, we focussed on an
evaluation of the methodology employed in the user study.
Firstly, we found that factual queries were considered the easiest, and content-andstructure queries the most difficult, due to the combination of content and structural
constraints that have to be fulfilled.
Secondly, we discovered that (extrapolated) relevance agreement increases
consistently with structural level for most query categories, with factual queries
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showing a slightly increased relevance agreement at most structural levels. BEP
agreement is higher than relevance agreement at lower structural levels, but usually
deteriorates slightly at higher levels. The low level of relevance agreement, compared
to BEP agreement, may be at least partially due to participants employing selective,
rather than exhaustive, relevance assessments. However, if the pooling method is used
to obtain relevance assessments, it is anticipated that a more satisfactory level of
agreement will be achieved. We therefore conclude that the collection of relevance
assessments and BEPs from multiple judges is, indeed, feasible in practice, and that
the use of BEPs will provide a stable basis for focussed SDR.
Lastly, our analysis showed that, in fact, relevance assessments almost always
consist of complete speeches, rather than single lines. The majority of BEPs were also
selected from speech level. The apparent preference for speech level is further
supported by analysis of information seeking behaviour from this study [25] and from
a follow-on, small-scale user study [26]. We can conclude, therefore, that participants
were not unduly influenced by the choice of leaf-level as the basis for relevance
assessments. This means that the strategy of choosing a lowest structural level, with a
view to propagating relevance to higher structural levels at a later stage, is a sensible
and feasible one.
Recent work has built on the results reported in this paper. The methodology was
modified and used successfully in the INEX Initiative [27]. This involved the
construction of a large-scale test collection based on a document collection of more
than 12,000 scientific articles provided by the IEEE Computer Society. Ongoing work
aims to identify what further adaptation is necessary to use the standard test collection
evaluation methodology in the context of SDR, e.g. adaptation of recall and precision
measures. Finally, further work will focus on an in-depth examination of the
characteristics of factual queries, which appear to yield different results from other
query categories for many of the factors we examined.
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